
 
 

 
PHOTO INDEPENDENT PRESENTS “VISIONS UNBOUND: A 
PHOTOGRAPHIC JOURNEY THROUGH AMERICAN EYES” 

 
INAUGURAL EXHIBITION AT CROMWELL PLACE FEATURES SEVEN 

CONTEMPORARY AMERICAN PHOTOGRAPHERS 
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Los Angeles, California (February 6, 2024) — Photo Independent, an international art 
fair dedicated to connecting fine art photographers with photography collectors, 
announces its inaugural exhibition, Visions Unbound: A Photographic Journey 
Through American Eyes, at Cromwell Place. The exhibition showcases the work of 
seven contemporary American photographers, highlighting the diversity of photographic 
art in the United States. 
 
The exhibition features photographers Donn Delson, Erica Kelly Martin, Glen Wexler, 
Jessie Chaney, Maureen J Haldeman, SameSource, and Zoe Wiseman. These artists 
present a range of styles and subjects, including fine art nudes, photocompositions, 
portraiture, abandoned spaces, and aerial photography. 
 



Visions Unbound provides a unique experience for visitors and collectors, showcasing 
the ability of photography to communicate ideas, evoke emotions, and document the 
world. Each artist offers a distinct perspective on their chosen subject matter. 
 
“We are excited to present ‘Visions Unbound' as our inaugural exhibition at Cromwell 
Place,” said Chris Davies, founder and director of Photo Independent. “This collection 
represents the current state of American photography and the high-quality work 
supported by Photo Independent. We encourage everyone to come and experience the 
diversity of contemporary American photography through the work of these seven 
talented artists.” 
 
The exhibition will be on view from May 21–26, 2024 at Cromwell Place, 4 Cromwell 
Place, London, SW7 2JE. An opening reception will be held on Tuesday, May 21 from 
4-9pm, allowing the public to meet the artists and learn about their work. 
 
For more information about Photo Independent and Visions Unbound: A Photographic 
Journey Through American Eyes, please visit photoindependent.com 
 
About Photo Independent 
 
Photo Independent is an international art fair that connects fine art photographers with 
photography collectors. As a curated showcase for the work of independent 
photographers, Photo Independent provides a platform for artists to present their work 
and engage with a diverse audience of photography enthusiasts and collectors. 
 
For media inquiries, contact: 
Stephanie Cummings, Fabrik Media  
photoindependent@fabrikmedia.com 
 


